Vacuum lifter
Mach-c hand vacuum lifter: for easy transfer from tray to tray.
Available in 2x5, 2x6, 5x6, 6x6.
Other models on request.
Shock resistant, uv proof material.
Easy to release by pulling the trigger
Maintnance free, no noise vacuum pump.

Inline washer
Motivated skilled workers and modern machinery are at the base of
a high-quality product. Investing in the quality and efficiency of these
capital assets and investing in the development of enduring relationships with our customers are the main objectives within the corporate
policy of Mach-C BV.
Mach-C BV develops and constructs machines, equipment, constructions and installations for various markets. Apart from realizing new
products, Mach-C BV is working in the field of repair and maintenance
of existing machines and equipment.

As service quality is one of the most important aspects of Mach-C
BV., we only use first quality materials and components from leading
suppliers and brands. Machines and parts are either stainless steel
or plastic. We aim to deliver a machine with maximum reliability! It is
imperative that a solution is in the best practice standards. Simplicity
in design and ease of use are a key of our products.
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Batch washer
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Inline washer

Batch washer

V Unique washer, individual egg treatment

V Washes 252 eggs in 10-15 minutes

trough patented Brush system.

(depending of watertemerature)

V Sensitive egg treatment, reduce cracks.

V Watertemperature adjustible (detail
picture temperaturemonitor)

V Capacity max. 4000 eggs hour.
V Adjustable water temperature.

V Washing time adjustable

V Adjustable speed.

V Rinsing time adjustable

V Drying system with silent ventilators.

V 3kw heating element for quick water heating

V Removable watertank: easy to clean.

V Plug and play, connect power, (cold)
water, and drain.

V Cleanable smart water filter.

V Automatic soap dispenser. (detail picture cup)

V Suitable for every brand or packing
machine or stand alone.

V Unique washer, brush system

and spraynozzle combination.
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V Sensitive egg treatment, reduce cracks.

V Adjustable water temperature.
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V Capacity app. 20.000 eggs hour.

V Adjustable speed.
V Airknive drying system.
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V Removable watertank: easy to clean.
V Cleanable smart water filter.
V Suitable for every brand or packing
machine or stand alone.
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V Uses only 10 liter water for 252 eggs
(in multi batch mode)

